Potential revenue and breakeven of energy storage systems in PJM energy markets.
The operation in energy arbitrage markets is an attractive possibility to energy storage systems developers and owners to justify an investment in this sector. The size and the point of connection to the grid can have significant impact on the net revenue in transmission and distribution systems. The decision to install an energy storage system cannot be based only on the cost of the equipment but also in its potential revenue, operation costs, and depreciation through its life cycle. This paper illustrates the potential revenue of a generic energy storage system with 70% round trip efficiency and 1-14 h energy/power ratio, considering a price-taking dispatch. The breakeven overnight installed cost is also calculated to provide the cost below which energy arbitrage would have been profitable for a flow battery. The analysis of the potential revenue was performed for 13 locations within the PJM Real-time market. We considered hourly data of day-ahead and real-time locational marginal prices over 7 years (2008-2014). Breakeven installed cost per MW ranged from $30 (1 MW, 14 MWh, 2009) to $340 (1 MW, 1 MWh, 2008).